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Untimely protest questioning propriety of agency'u
conrideration of hand tool ranufacture6 of steel
mined in United Staces as foreign, for purposes of
applying evaluation factor under Buy American Act,
does not raisi issue significtant to procureument.
practice. Protester's asserted lack of knowledgei
of filing requirements is not good O-ause for -oa-

* hideration of untimely protast under exception at
4 C.F.R. I 20.2(c),

I * 0 Industries, Itc. protests award to a bidder
other than itself under General Services Administration
(GSA) solicitation FTAN-06-95138-A-4-5-77, for non-
powere- hand tools. The gravamen of-the protester'a
complsint iu that its offer w asimproperly evaluated
a foreign for purposes of the Buy American Act.
Although counsel for the protester concees that the
protest was not timely filed, hot suggests tflit it
should be considered under the exception* to our bi,
protest procedures in 4 C.F.R. 20.2(c).

That rule provides that an untimely protest may be
considered If it raises a question significant to pro-
curement practices or procedures, or for good cause
shown., The pfote ter states that its bid for one of
the- h'&and tools to be procured should not have been
rejecte4 because more than half the cost of the item
is for iteel which was mined in the United States.
In thin connection, thie protester ir unable to find any
"decided case concerned with raw material which is mined
in the United States, processed ir a foreign 'country,
and then finished domestically for purposes of the Buy
American Act." Moreover, counsel believes that our
timeliness rulets impose an unfair burden on a first
time protester unfamiliar wich our published rules
and regulations.
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Amsmjoing, m. protoeter allege. that more than half
tbhe cst of producing the item is attributable&to the
cost of steel mined in the Unitel Statem, we cannot say
that this fact necessarily is a .ignificant consideration
in applying the Buy American Act to manufactured end
products. Cf. Feder._ Procurement Regulations * 1-6.104-
5.

Further, we have held that "good cause" as referred
to in 4 C.r.R. P ZO.2(c) refers to come compelling reason
beyond the 3royester's control,which prevented it from
filing a timely protect. International CosintaPriut
Corp., J-186948, October 28, 1976, 76-2 CPt' 357. We
are unaware of any such circumstances in thim instsace.

Accordingly, R & O's protest in dismissed.

Geuoral Counsel /
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